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In this monograph the author examines two inter-related issues which have caused, 
and ao doubt will cause, many difficulties in the interpretation and application of the 
lltlflltrllll Relations Act 1973: the definition of "industrial matters" and the 

between disputes of interest and disputes of rights. They affect not only the 
jurlsclietion of the Arbitration Court but also the powers of industrial unions when 

~ ........ to include certain clauses in collective instruments. 
The first part of the essay looks at the meaning of ''industrial matters'', and points 

011t tllat the few decisions of superior courts concerning this problem are limited to 
issues with very little attempt of clarifying complex legal questions in order to 

pkle the Arbitration Court in future cases. The view is taken that the tendency of the 
New Zealand courts has generally been to regard the Arbitration Court as having 

expertise within its area of operation and not to unduly limit its jurisdiction, 
thqh accepting that it cannot act ultra vires. For this reason the Industrial Court (as 
it ltill was called in 1977) in the Bank Officers' case had to turn to Australian 
authorities for principles. The High Court of Australia has interpreted several times 
the similar phrase in Commonwealth Statutes. Mr Anderson correctly draws 
attention to the peculiar nature of Australian industrial legislation resulting from the 

constitution and warns that the courts really examine constitutional limitations 
when they consider the extent of ''industrial matters''. After this cautioning the 
attthor surveys a number of judgments and, though he emphasises the divergence of 

summarises their effect in the words that ''a dispute between employers and 
employees does not make it an industrial dispute unless the dispute is concerned 

~-... with the relationship between employer and employee as such or with matters 
iDcldental thereto''. 

Analysing the Bank Officers' case Mr Anderson strongly critici~es the approach of 
tile Industrial Court and the tendency to regard Australian cases as of ''strong 
.,......We value''. He argues that the New Zealand legislature takes a much wider 
view of industrial relations than the Commonwealth Constitution allows the 

Parliament. The Arbitration Court, he asserts, should have first looked at 
Act and interpreted it in accordance with the principles laid down in the Act's 

Act 1924. The majority of the Court held that the issu~ of granting 
die of the Bank on more favourable ter1ns than to the general 

we not an industrial matter but "at best peripheral or collateral to [the] 
of employment. 

qreeiJll with the dissenting judgment of the workers' me1nber (Mr 
tile autber criticises it for the lack of legal analysis. It must not be 

.....,,_,, ttt• tile role of the nominated members, who are untrained in 
experience in industrial relations, is not legal reasoning but the 
reaJides ia tile determination of actual frictions between the 
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parties. No doubt, had the majority accepted the minority view the Court would have 
been able to support it with sound legal reasons. It could have been asterted tbat a 
staff loan is an incidence of the employment, not only peripheral or coDateral, but 
essential and customary in individual contracts in a particular industry, and 
consequently a matter relating to the privileges of workers within the definition of the 
Act. Valid arguments may have been advanced that the word "privileges" expressly 
covers staff loans. Furthermore, if the employer would be prepared to include a staff 
loan clause in some individual service contracts, as distinct from the collective 
agreement extending to all workers, the question of "industrial matters" or ultra vires 
could not arise. If such a clause would be voluntarily inserted in a collective 
agreement, and the Court registers the instrument, the fact of registration in~cates 
that it can be enforced in its entirety with all its clauses. The possibiHty of attacking an 
alleged ultra vires clause at the time of purported enforcement, however, cannot be 
ruled out. 

The solution proposed advocates the distinction between mandatory and perrnissive 
subjects in bargaining as recognised in the United States. Bargaining is compulsory on 
mandatory matters, but allowed on permissive issues. If agreement is reached the 
whole of the collective contract will be enforceable. 

The second part of the essay is devoted to the distinction between disputes of 
interest and those of rights. In the author's view, though the distinction is sound in 
theory, the line between the two kinds is blurred, as ''any interpretation may involve 
some interest element" which "may alter, however slightly, the basic conditions". The 
truth of this observation seems manifest, but it must be emphasised that "may" is the 
operative word: ''may'', but not necessarily ''will''. In the majority of cases the line 
between interest and rights disputes is clearly drawn and only in a relatively sntall 
number of disputes will the distinction be blurred. These are some of the group 
disputes under s.116 of the Industrial Relations Act 1973, where the interpretation of 
the clause in question (e.g. whether the duty to provide "protective clothing" would 
include steel-capped boots) may result in a substantial extension of the original 

• • prOVISIOn. 
Subject to this observation the author ably examines the grey areas and discusses in 

detail the decision of the Court of Appeal in the AH/ NZ Glass Manlifacturing case 
concluding that it had created uncertainty be~ween interest and rights disputes. He 
further states that the judgment has restricted the meaning of disputes of rights, and 
its clear effect is that no instrument can be regarded as final, as either the employer or 
the union may at any time during its term be faced with fresh claims governiq basic 
tenns and conditions. This is so, but the statement contradicts the earlier one on the 
restricted meaning of rights disputes. It rather indicates that certain matters 
approximating interest claims may be dealt with under s.ll6 in the. guise of 
interpretation. 

One is tempted to approve the practice in the United States where collective 
bargaining is a continuous process and grievance procedure includes also matters 
which in New Zealand are dealt with under s.l16. In grievance arbitration tllere is 
po\ver to alter the basic conditions, if the nature of the claim justifies it. Mr Andersoa 
advocates the "simple" solution, "at least in theory", that the parties a 
to the effect that terms and conditions in the award are final and conclusive, but 
be added to with mutual agreement. House agreements and negotiation of 
items would be excepted. This reviewer may mention another possible, tlloaab DO& 
tidy, solution: power vested in the Arbitration Court to make a 
borderline dispute where the disputes committee has no jurisdiction .......... 
decision would amount to the virtual variation of the instrument, and pard• 
involved in the particular dispute (commenced as a rights dispute) could be 
affected as they had no opportunity of expressing their views. 



All in an, the reviewer cannot but agree with the author that the issues are most 
complex and no easy solution can be found. Mr Anderson has perfonned a most 
valuable service by focussing attention on, and presenting a thoroughly penetrating 
analysis of, these troublesome problems. 

Zealand Planning Council Employment: towards an active employment 
po11t:y Wellington, Government Printer, 1980, pp.76. Price: $5.25. 

Were It not for the fact that Government seems to implement the suggestions of the 
New Zealand Planning Council with monotonous regularity (the push towards a 
"more efficient, flexible and competitive economy" was, among other things, a 
recommendation of the Planning Council document Economic strategy 1979), it 
would be te111pting to take a brief glance at Planning Council reports and then to place 

nn in a uperu1anently pending" file. Unfortunately Government has obviously 
that the document makes a worthwhile contribution to one aspect of the great 

unemployment debate, since the Consultative Committee on Employment is already 
coasidering the merits of the Planning Council recommendation to establish a Labour 
Market Advisory Board. With this in mind, Employment: towards an active 

t policy probably deserves a second, an$~ closer look. 
The Council canvasses all the important aspects of an active employment policy: 

incoane maintenance; employment creation; education and training; research and 
iafonnation; administration; and planning for skill utilisation. Naturally some of 
these matters are discussed in more detail than others. What might have been useful 
for readers, but is not included in the report is an evaluation of the components and 
ad•ninistration of active etnployment policies in other countries. Nevertheless the 
Council does discuss a broad range of matters related to an active employment policy 
such as new technology, migration and shorter working hours. 

The layout of this report is infuriating for readers who wish to study the Council's 
recommendations rather than just glance through the text out of interest. Topics are 
dealt with in seemingly random order making it difficult for the main thrust of the 
~eport to be identified and some issues (e.g. part-time work) are alluded to several 
dines throughout the document but never dealt with exhaustively. Perhaps the most 
puzzling aspect of this report is the failure by the Council to ensure that its 
recommendations can be easily separated by the reader .from the remainder of the text. 
Oa.e expects in a document which makes recommendations for action as well as 

t, that those recommendations will be numbered, or set in bold type, or placed 
llfll8l1 from the remainder of the text so as to be easily identifiable for the purposes of 

and evaluation. This omission ensures that the reader will waste a lot of 
tille w:anning through the report each time she wishes to refer to a particular 
. : • . ·. I l ' ~ t ., J dation in order to find it. On the other hand the report is not so glossy that 

be marked by the reader. 
: 18W11Tds till active employment polic)l proceeds on one of the 

.. lll&lJtli detailed in Economic strategy 1979: that a ''more market'', ''growth at 
atl'III'Oadl will solw all New Zealand's economic problems. The Council, in 

at tile question of an active employment policy, says that such a 
'~bate 18 ecoROmic efficiency in its widest sense" but can also "soften 

ef ..,_..t fbr individuals and their families". The Council's 
, lea aaore towards promoting economic efficiency than 

werkers. For instance, the Council insists that the 
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need for structural and technological change to promote the growth aeeded for 
sustained full employment requires "greater geographical mobility on tbe part of tbe 
workforce''. Put more bluntly the Council is saying that workers who are not prepared 
to adopt an itinerant lifestyle will not get jobs. The geographical immobility of 
industry, on the other hand, is not mentioned. 

Because an active employment policy comprises largely what the present Minister of 
Labour likes to call "palliatives" to the unemployment problen1, one might have 
expected the tone of the Planning Council's document to be one of realistic concern 
for the unemployed. People with such expectations are unfortunately doomed instead 
to ivory tower ''objectivity'', a method used particularly by acadeanic writers to 
disguise their support for the existing order and opposition to effective solutions to a 
particular problem which involves the presentation of untested assumptions as facts. 
This method is used extensively in the "Education and training" section of the report 
to represent employers' demands that state education provide students with work skills 
as the only possible basis for a discussion of general education and skill training. 

Other recommendations cast serious doubt on the Council's claim to be deeply 
concerned about unemployment as it affects those most affected by the lack of jobs -
the unemployed themselves. The Council states that "periods of sustained 
unemployment. .. impose costs on the whole community. Symptoms of social stress, 
such as crime and racial tensions, tend to increase." The report, however, 
recommends that the age limit of 16 years on eligibility to receive unemployment 
benefit should be retained. As those who deal with the results of poverty know, it is 
precisely this Victorian attitude which forces a large number of unemployed fifteen 
year olds living in cities to turn to crime in order to survive. 

It is perhaps inevitable that the Planning Council's isolation from the "real world" 
makes the production of documents like Employment: towards an active employment 
policy more of an academic exercise than an attempt to assist people in overcoming 
economic and social problems. Be that as it may, the report offers little to the 70,000 
people unemployed or on job creation programmes at the moment. The Council 
cannot, therefore, be surprised that its report has not been acclaimed by those people. 

Wendy Davis 
New Zealand Federation of Labour 

Burtt, E.J. Labor in the American economy Scranton, St. Martin's Press, 
1979, pp.xvii and 489. Price: $57.00. 

This latest publication is an extremely useful addition to the expanding literature in 
the broad area of Labour Economics. The text is divided into four major sections. The 
first, on the "Economics of the labor market", covers labour supply and demand, 
labour market segmentation and mobility. Sections two and three cover tbe 
''Development of unions and union policy'' and ''Collective bargainiaa ud 
government controls". The fourth section deals with "Wages, unemployment 81ld 
economic security''. The book is well produced and includes a bibliography aad 
footnote readings for each chapter. A rather novel Glossary of terms in labour 
economics and industrial relations is helpful to students and the total package 
this a good teaching text for undergraduate classes. 

For teaching use in the New Zealand context, there are, however, two 
considerations. Labor in the American economy is in direct competition wltb a 
of excellent texts. There is little doubt in the reviewer's mind that Bevan D. 
Economics of manpower and the labor market, Belton M. Fleisher aad 
Kniesner, Labor economics: theory, evidence and policy, and Don Bellaate ..t 
Jackson, Labor economics are more useful texts for courses that are 
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at the Labour Economics area. Even in the more general area, this new publication will 
be competing with the popular Lloyd Reynolds, Labor economics and labor relations 
and the recent edition of Neil W. Chamberlain, Donald E. Cullen and David Lewin, 

labor sector. A lot will depend, of course, on teacher preference, but there is 
iD. Burtt's Pllblication that puts it clearly ahead of its competitors. 

,.mapa, a more bnportant criticism. Burtt follows the example of a 
Am•ican authors in includiq an extensive background to American 
.-on One bas to admit tbat the title suggests an important 

eoatent. but the fact that over 200 paaes are devoted to the institution of 
weaken the value of this work for those teaching in New Zealand. 

welcome this new contribution; most will still be waiting patiently for the 
Economics text. 

Howells 
oj0tllgO 

D.J., and D.F. Smith Strikes and participation Occasional 
in Industrial Relations No. 2S, Industrial Relations Centre, Victoria 

of Wellington, 1980, pp.28. Price: $2.00 
two separate papers represent the New Zealand contribution to the Fifth 

Congress of the International Industrial Relations Association held in 
1979. Turkington's paper analyses the causes of the declining propensity to 

Ia tile New Zealand coal industry. Smith's article discusses recent developments 
worka's' participation in management in New Zealand. Unfortunately no 

Unk is made between the two papers, although the extension of worker 
into management is often seen as a method of reducing industrial 

uses an ad-hoc regression model in an attempt to provide a statistical 
for the decHne in strike propensities in the coal-mining industry. However, 

choice of explanatory variables is far from ad-hoc - only economic determinants 
.. Ulld. He nses the three traditional measures of strike incidence - the number of 

per thousand miners, the percentage of the mining labour force involved in 
aacl the number of man-days lost per miner e111ployed. The model shows that 

tile most important explanation for the decline in strike propensities has been the fall of 
lllll .ap relative to our total primary energy supply. The degree of tightness of the 

as measured by vacancy rates, and the rate of past inflation were also 
tttluwe explanatory significance. 
8l8del contained two other variables - the relative size of underground to 

and waae chan.ges - but neither were found to influence strike activity. 
1aowe\w, indicates the problems of trying to explain the complexity of strike 

with a single variable. For instance, Turkington uses wage changes within the 
that expectations of future wage increases are based upon past 

..._.thaD the ''ortrits of coercive comparison" which would require testing 
the national &Yerqe round of waae setdmnents and that for 

llloNov•, the that the relative lfOwtb of the opencast mining 
tllcreue strike propensity is an attempt to incorporate into a single 

llac of iaterindustry propensities to strike as weU as the effects ...,_both ia 11acl•arouacl and opencast miniq. 
aaal)'8il ia becolnins increasingly popular in analysing strike 

Ia strikes would undoubtedly query the pride of place given to 
iavariably iavolve social relations between the actors in the 

,._ are IOCiaOy, politically and psychologically 
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determined in addition to economic forces. Furthermore, the distinction between 
disputes of right and disputes of interest must be made, with the for1ner only having 
tenuous links at best with economic activity. Turkington alludes to these in a section 
called "other considerations", but because of the lack of a statistical proxy, cannot test 
for the influences of nationalization or the Coal Mines Council. Yet it is precisely these 
factors which will have changed the perceived relations within the industry, eliminating 
rnany of the causes of tension (such as differences in rates of pay between the pits), and 
providing a mechanism by which industrial conflict can be amicably settled without the 
need to resort to a strike. Thus one can question whether Turkington's qualms about 
increasing strike propensities in the industry will have much validity as the demand for 
coal rises relative to other energy sources. But equally one could argue that 
nationalisation and the change in the method of disputes settlement are themselves 
functions of the economic climate of the industry. 

The paper by Smith on worker participation in management in New Zealand is 
totally different in character. It is far more of a resume of recent articles, survey 
results, and attitudes of the parties involved in industrial relations than original 
research. It is useful to have this information summarily presented, and provides a more 
expedient insight into current thinking in New Zealand on industrial relations in 
general than Turkington's paper. 

What could an overseas researcher learn from Smith's paper? The foremost issue 
\vould be the limitations imposed upon determination of the appropriate 
n1anagernent / ,vorker relations at shopfloor level by the Conciliation and Arbitration 
Act. This act, whilst placing constraints upon managerial prerogatives has hardly 
challenged their unitary perspective of decision making. Management has grudgingly 
conceded union involvement in disputes of interest, but disputes or right, which is the 
area covered by worker participation, are usually resolved externally by arbitration or 
conceded, to form part of the custom and practice rules of the enterprise. 

The second issue logically follows, i.e. the extremely blinkered view as to what 
constitutes industrial democracy. One survey reported by Smith showed that the 
majority of firms had no form of worker participation, whilst those which had were 
restricted to joint consultation, autonomous work groups, profit sharing and 
en1ployee shareholding. This limited view, as intimated by Smith, stems directly from 
the unitary framework of management, abetted by successive governments. Even trade 
unions only see worker participation· on the distant horizon; a more immediate task is 
the extension of collective bargaining. 

For the researcher, Smith's paper raises more questions than it solves. Why does 
management maintain its unitary perspective, why is collective bargaining only in its 
infancy and how are day-to-day industrial relations carried out at the workplace? The 
limitations of Smith's descriptive paper also become apparent: there is no conceptual 
framework within which to analyse the form and content of workers' participation in 
management which is most suited to the aspirations of employers and employees 
within the legal, social, political and economic constraints. Furthermore, there is ao 
reference to the now famous debate between Clegg (1963) and Blumberg (1968) as te 
whether collective bargaining is one form of worker participation in mauqewnent. 
Moreover, is collective bargaining really a prerequisite for worker participation? Tbe 
,German experience with Works Councils and Supervisory Boards with little 
undertaken at plant level suggests not. 

Bob Stephens 
Victoria University of Wellington 
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Lansbury, R.D. (Ed) Den1ocrac)' in the work JJiace Melbourne, Longman 
Cheshire, 1980, pp. 259. Price: $11.94 

This edited collection of articles brings together contributions from many of those 
· are associated with writin&s on industrial democracy in Australia, and a 

Wlita'a • It is divided into four sections, each containing 
clffercnt aspects of industrial democracy. An introductory section is 

-., aectiGIII oa tbe Australian experience, overseas experience and 
perspectives. I avins uide the introduction, only two of the articles 

laave specially written for the volume. The others are reprints from 
or other collections of articles, or rewritten versions of authors' previous 

karoductory section contains only one article, that by Lansbury and Prideaux 
to give some background on industrial democracy and set out a 

for understanding the various for1ns of participation in decision-making. 
tun,atellY the section is far too brief to do much to aid the understanding of the 

acwcomer to the field, and skates quickly over the ideological issues on to the firmer 
of a consideration of decision-making typologies. The book would have 

from a much longer and more detailed introduction. 
section dealing with the Australian experience of industrial democracy begins 

an article by I .ansbury in which he summarises Australian developments. This 
a1Jde Is rather repetitive of the opening section, containing another discussion on 
re. •f decision-making, using a different typology from the one developed earlier. 

articles by Isaac, Pritchard, Mcintosh, Hull, Cupper, Yerbury, and Ford deal 
issues ranging from the impact upon the development of industrial democracy of 

lie Australian system of industrial relations, to case studies of participation in 
prll:dee. This section contains little that is new to even the most casual observers of the 

scene. All the papers have appeared elsewhere in one form or another, and 
_., such as Cupper's account of self-management in the Dynavac organisation, 
ae&ually suffer a loss of detail in the reduced form in which they appear here. 

Section three contains articles on Sweden, Yugoslavia, West Germany, the United 
, aDd Israel, all of them more than adequately documented elsewhere, often by 

tile writers. The brief treatment given to each country in this collection will do 
more than whet the appetite of the interested student. 

1be final section on comparative perspectives contains articles by Emery, Deutch, 
, and Lansbury on the apparent inevitability of the growth in participation in 

in many countries, albeit taking different forms according to the 
culture and traditions of the countries in question. 

a book on democracy in the work place, frankly I found it disappointing. There 
in it that I had not already read elsewhere, often in more detail. As a student 

fer a course on industrial democracy in Australia the book may have some merit. 
together a collection of articles under one cover thus reducing the need for 
to agonise over reading lists. For those with a more detailed interest in 

den1ocracy, the book wiD be of limited value. The attempt at a broad 
of topics and countries leads to an inevitable loss ,f depth. 

fJaaJ word should be said about the quality of the publishing. Although the 
was attractive, the quality of typesetting and layout was poor with frequent large 

dae ead of lines whieh were distracting to the reader. My own review copy bad 
of text and in its place were sixteen pages from earlier in the 

sloPAJ quality control by the publisher detracts from the overall impact of 
tle quality of i~ content. 
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